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Abstract— A neuromorphic analog chip is presented that is capable of implementing massively parallel neural computations while retaining the programmability of digital systems. We show measurements from neurons with Hopf bifurcations and integrate and fire neurons, excitatory and inhibitory synapses, passive dendrite cables and central pattern generators implemented on the chip. This chip provides a platform for not only simulating detailed neuron dynamics but also using the same to interface with actual cells in applications like a dynamic clamp. The programmability is achieved using floating gate transistors with on-chip programming control. The switch matrix for interconnecting the components also consists of floating-gate transistors. Massive computational area efficiency is obtained by using the reconfigurable interconnect as synaptic weights.
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The massive parallelism offered by VLSI architectures naturally suit the neural computational paradigm of arrays of simple elements computing in tandem. We present a neuromorphic chip with 84 bandpass positive feedback (e.g. transient sodium) and 56 lowpass negative feedback (e.g. potassium) ion-channels whose parameters are stored locally in floatinggate (FG) transistors. Hence, fewer but detailed multi-channel models of single cells or a larger number (maximum of 84) of simpler spiking cells can be implemented. The switch matrix composed of FG transistors not only allow arbitrary topology of networks, but serve as synaptic weights since their charge can be modified in a continuum. This serves as a classic case of ‘computation in memory’ and permits all to all synaptic connectivity (with a total of over 50,000 such weights in the 3mm×3mm chip). Other components in the computational analog blocks (CABs) also allow building integrate and fire neurons, winner-take-all circuits and dendritic cables making this chip a perfect platform for computational neuroscience experiments. In the following sections, we describe the architecture of the chip, and present measured data showing the operation of channels, dendrites and synapses. Finally, we show some larger systems mimicking central pattern generators or exhibiting dendritic computation and conclude in the final section with some remarks about computational efficiency of this approach. II. H ARDWARE P LATFORM Figure 1(a) shows the block level view of the chip which is motivated by the framework in [1]. We do not provide details about the architecture, but note that the CAB components in our realization are neuronally inspired in contrast to the chip in
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Fig. 1: Hardware Platform: (a) The chip is organized into an array of 4x8 blocks that can be interconnected using floating-gate (FG) switches. (b) MATLAB interface for programming the chip. (c) CAB components that are used for computation along with the switch matrix elements. The arrows on the components denote nodes that can be connected to other nodes through routing.



[1] which had analog processing components. There are thirtytwo CABs organized in a 4x8 array, each CAB occupying 244µm × 122µm. The first row of CABS have bias generators which can produce bias voltages that can be routed along columns for all the computational CABs. It should be noted that the regular architecture allows for tiling multiple chips on a single board to make larger modules. Figure 1(c) shows the components in the CAB. The components (1) and (2) in the dashed square are in CAB1 while the rest are in CAB2. In both the cases, the floating gates are programmed to a desired level and the output voltage is buffered using a folded-cascode operational transconductance amplifier(OTA). In CAB2, (3) and (5) are the positive feedback and negative feedback channels respectively. In the context of HodgkinHuxley neurons, they are the sodium and potassium channels respectively. (11) is a programmable bias OTA which is included because of its versatility and omnipresence in analog processing. (4) is a 100 fF capacitance that is used to emulate membrane capacitance. Different magnitudes of capacitance are also available from the metal routing lines and OFF switches. One input of a current mode winner-take-all block is formed by (10). A synapse following the implementation in [2] can be formed out of (6), (7), (8) and (9) and will be detailed
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Fig. 2: Spiking Neuron: (a) Neuron model where spiking is initiated by a Hopf bifurcation. (b) Measured noise induced spikes when the neuron in (a) is biased at the threshold of firing. (c) Integrate and fire neuron with the hysteresis obtained using M4 and M5. Here, the circled transistor, M5 is a switch element. (d) Measured noise induced spikes when the neuron in (c) is biased at the threshold of firing. (a)
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Fig. 3: Dendrite model: (a) Model of a passive dendrite based on a diffuser circuit. (b) Experimental setup for measuring transient response of a dendrite cable. (c) Effect of increasing horizontal conductance on node currents. (d) Step responses at nodes 1,4 and 6 of a 7-tap diffuser showing progressively more delay.



later. The reason for choosing such a granularity is primarily component reuse. For example, component (8) can also be used as a variable current sink/source or a diode connected FET while component (6) can be used as a leak channel. Figure 1(b) depicts the MATLAB interface used to map a circuit to elements in the chip. A library containing different circuits (sodium channel, winner-take-all, dendrite etc) is used to create a larger system in SIMULINK, a software product by The Mathworks. A first code converts this to a SPICE netlist, while a second one compiles the netlist to switch addresses on the chip. The methodology is borrowed from [3], [4] and we refer the reader to it for details.
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Fig. 4: Synapse architecture: (a) The architecture of the chip places the synapse dynamics block for both excitatory or inhibitory synapses in the CAB along with the model of the soma. The synapse weight is set by the interconnect network. (b) The test setup for the experiment has an excitable neuron with a synaptic connection to a leak channel biased by a current source.



III. S PIKING N EURON M ODELS A. Hopf Neuron Figure 2(a) shows the circuit for a Hodgkin-Huxley type neuron consisting of a sodium and a potassium channel. For certain biasing regimes, the neuron has a stable limit cycle that is born from a Hopf bifurcation, the details of which are available in [5]. In this case, we have biased the potassium channel such that its dynamics is much faster than the sodium (M3 acts as an ON switch). Hence, the potassium channel acts like a leak channel. The whole system now becomes a twodimensional set of differential equations since the dynamics of Vmem follow that of the sodium channel. The parameters of the sodium channel are set based on voltage clamp experiments on it (not shown here). Figure 2(b) shows measured noise induced spikes from a hopf neuron biased at the threshold of firing. Note the magnitude of the action potentials are similar to biology thus opening the possibility of using the chip for interfacing with live neurons. B. Integrate and Fire Neuron Figure 2(c) shows the circuit used for an integrate and fire neuron. The circuit has a hysteresis loop based relaxation oscillation when the input current is large enough. The inverter exhibits hysteresis because of the feedback from M4 and M5. M4 and M5 act as a current source, Ihyst when Vout is low, while it is turned OFF when Vout is high. M5 is a routing element that sets the value of Ihyst while M4 acts as a switch. The trip-point of the inverter depends on the condition of Vout leading to hysteresis. It can be seen that the frequency of oscillations in this case does reduce to zero as Iin reduces to zero, akin to a class I neuron. This system can also be modeled by a differential equation with two state variables. Figure 2(d) shows output of this circuit due to noise when it is biased at the threshold of firing. IV. D ENDRITE The circuit model of a dendrite that we use is based on the diffuser circuit described in [6]. This is one of the circuits
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Fig. 5: Synapse: (a) One possible chemical synapse circuit. The circled transistor represents a switch element. (b,c) The pre-synaptic spike and PSP for three different weight values are shown.



built entirely on the routing fabric and exploits fully the analog nature of the switches. Figure 3(a) shows the circuit while Fig. 3(b) shows a modified version used to measure the different branch currents. The dynamics of an n-tap diffuser circuit is represented by a set of n-dimensional differential equations which approximate a partial differential equation. The steady state solution of the equation is exponentially decaying node currents as the distance of the node from the input node increases. Figure 3(c) plots the current through compartments 1 to 4 of a 6-tap diffuser. Increasing horizontal conductance results in more diffusion of current as expected. Figure 3(d) show step responses of a seven-tap diffuser. Voltages at the first, fourth and sixth nodes are plotted here. The delayed response of the distant nodes is typical of dendritic structures. The effect of the changing diameter in dendrites can also be modeled in these circuits by progressively changing the programmed charge on the horizontal devices along the diffuser chain. V. S YNAPSE In this section, we describe one possible method of implementing synaptic dynamics in the chip. The overall architecture is depicted in Fig. 4(a). Every CAB has a spiking neuron and a circuit to generate the dynamics of a postsynaptic potential (PSP). This node can now be routed to other CABs having other neurons. The FG switch that forms this connection is however not programmed to be fully ON. Rather the amount of charge programmed onto its gate sets the weight of this particular connection that is accurate to 9 bits. Hence, all the switch matrix transistors act as synaptic weights leading to all to all connectivity in the chip. Figure 4(b) shows the setup for measuring the dynamics of the chemical synapse circuit. A neuron is biased such that it elicits an action potential when a depolarising current input is applied to it. This neuron has a synaptic connection to a membrane with a leak conductance where the PSP is measured. Several implementations of a synapse are possible in this chip. Figure 5(a) shows the circuit which replicates the synaptic dynamics most accurately [2]. After the amplifier thresholds the incoming action potential, the current starved



inverter creates an asymmetric triangle waveform (controlled by the FG PMOS and NMOS) at its output. The discharge rate is set faster than the charging rate leading to post synaptic potentials that decay very slowly. Figure 5(b) and (c) depict EPSP and IPSP waveforms for three weights of the synapse. It should be noted that when using these synapses with integrate and fire neurons, the amplifier used for thresholding is not needed as it is part of the neuron circuit. VI. L ARGER S YSTEMS Spiking neurons coupled with synapses have been the object of considerable study over several years. While there are theories showing the existence of associative oscillatory memory [7] in networks of coupled spiking neurons, a lot of work has been devoted to looking at the simplest case of two coupled neurons and its role in generating rhythms for locomotion control [8]. The most popular circuit in this regard is the half-center oscillator where the neurons are coupled with inhibitory synapses. Figure 6(a) shows the schematic for a central pattern generator for controlling bipedal locomotion or locomotion in worm like robots. It consists of a chain of spiking neurons with inhibitory nearest neighbor connections. We implemented this system on our chip with Hopf neurons connected with the simple synapses described earlier. The resulting waveforms are displayed in Fig. 6(b). The current consumption of the neuron in this case is around 2.4 µA and the synapse dynamics block consumes 150nA of current leading to a total power dissipation of around 20 µW (excluding power for biasing circuits and buffers to drive off-chip capacitances). The low power consumption of the computational circuits and biological voltage scales makes this chip amenable for implants. The second system we present is a spiking neuron with four dendritic branches that acts as a spike sequence detector. Figure 7(a) shows the schematic for this experiment. In this experiment, the dendrites were chosen to be of equal length and the neuron was biased so that only one input from any one dendrite did not evoke an action potential. Since the neuron is of the Hopf type, it has a resonant frequency, the inverse of which we can call a resonant time period. Input signals that
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arrive at the soma at time intervals separated by the resonant time period and its multiples have higher chances of evoking action potentials since their effects add in phase. Figure 7(b) shows the pattern of inputs applied. Case 1 to 3 shows three instances of input pulses with increasing time difference, td , between them. Figure 7(c) plots the resulting membrane potential for different values of td . For case 1, the small value of td leads to aggregation of the EPSP signals making the neuron fire an action potential. This behavior is similar to a coincidence detector. When td is very large as in case 3, the EPSP signals are almost independent of each other and do not result in a spike. However, at an intermediate value of the time difference, we do observe multiple spikes because of in-phase addition of the EPSP (case 2). The lengths of the dendrite segments can be modified such that the neuron spikes only when the inputs on the different branches are separated by specific time delays. This serves as one example of possible dendritic computation. The efficacy of the analog implementation can be appreciated by considering the effective number of computations it is performing. We consider an RK 4th order integrator (neglecting possible numerical problems because of multiple time scales) with a time step of 10 µsec (since the spiking activity is on a scale of msec). There are 5 function evaluations per integration step with around 40 multiplyaccumulate (MAC) needed for every function evaluation (cosh, exp etc). There are at least 12 state variables in this system leading to a computational complexity of 240 MMAC/s. Power consumption for this computation on a 16 bit TI DSP is around 60 mW (excluding power dissipation for memory access), orders of magnitude more than the analog one. VII. C ONCLUSION We presented a reconfigurable integrated circuit for accurately describing neural dynamics and computations. In this chip, both the topology of the networks as well as the parameters of the individual blocks can be modified using floatinggate transistors. Neuron models of complexity varying from integrate and fire to Hodgkin-Huxley can be implemented.
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Fig. 6: Central Pattern Generator: (a) A set of four neurons coupled to its nearest neighbors with inhibitory connections. (b) Measured waveforms of the four hopf neurons showing different phases of oscillations. Absolute voltages are not shown.
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Fig. 7: Coincidence detector: (a) Schematic of a neuron with four different inputs incident on four dendritic branches. (b) This figure is indicative of the timing relationships between the input pulses (voltages are shifted for better viewing). (c) Neuron output for different values of inter-spike intervals. Absolute voltage are not shown here.
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